
NEW TO COMPUTERS GROUP
TOM SHEPHERD



MEETING MONTHLY
2ND TUESDAY

LET US HELP YOU BY TAKING THE MYSTERY OUT OF TECHNOLOGY

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org

mailto:newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org


PAST SESSIONS

SOCIAL MEDIA FOR SENIORS

YOUTUBE WONDERS

TOP TECHNOLOGY TRENDS FOR 2021

THE CLOUD

USING YOUR PUBLIC LIBRARY DURING COVID



Here’s our schedule for the rest of 2022



NEW TO COMPUTERS GROUP

WE NEED IDEAS

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SEND ME AN EMAIL ABOUT SOMETHING YOU 

WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org

mailto:newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org


NEW TO COMPUTERS GROUP

WE NEED VOLUNTEERS

IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN ANY TECHNOLOGY AREA

WE COULD USE YOUR HELP IN PUTTING TOGETHER

A PRESENTATION FOR A FUTURE MEETING

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org

mailto:newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org


AND NOW
THE REASON YOU ARE HERE

LET’S TALK ABOUT 

WEB BROWSING



Agenda

What is a Web Browser?
What are the major ones?
Bookmarks vs Favorites 
Larry Laursen on Edge
SCG Web Site
Grand Computers Club Web Site
Q&A



What exactly is a “Web Browser” 

A web browser (also referred to as an Internet browser or 

simply a browser) is application software for accessing 

the World Wide Web or a local website. When a user requests 

a web page from a particular website, the web browser 

retrieves the necessary content from a web server and then 
displays the page on the user's device.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_server


The first Web Browsers

1993 was a landmark year with the release of Mosaic, credited 

as "the world's first popular browser".[17] Its 

innovative graphical user interface made the World Wide Web 

system easy to use and thus more accessible to the average 

person. This, in turn, sparked the Internet boom of the 1990s, 

when the Web grew at a very rapid rate.[17] Marc Andreessen, 

the leader of the Mosaic team, soon started his own 

company, Netscape, which released the Mosaic-

influenced Netscape Navigator in 1994. Navigator quickly 
became the most popular browser.[18]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mosaic_(web_browser)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser#cite_note-bloomberg-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_user_interface
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser#cite_note-bloomberg-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Andreessen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netscape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netscape_Navigator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usage_share_of_web_browsersOlder_reports_(pre-2000)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser#cite_note-18


The first Web Browsers

Microsoft debuted Internet Explorer in 1995, leading to 

a browser war with Netscape. Within a few years, Microsoft 

gained a dominant position in the browser market for two 

reasons: it bundled Internet Explorer with its 

popular Windows operating system and did so 

as freeware with no restrictions on usage. The market share of 
Internet Explorer peaked at over 95% in the early 2000s.[19]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Explorer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Browser_war
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Windows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operating_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freeware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser#cite_note-searchenginejournal.com-19


The first Web Browsers

In 1998, Netscape launched what would become the Mozilla 

Foundation to create a new browser using the open 

source software model. This work evolved into 

the Firefox browser, first released by Mozilla in 2004. Firefox 
market share peaked at 32% in 2010.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mozilla_Foundation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firefox


The first Web Browsers

Apple released its Safari browser in 2003. Safari remains the 

dominant browser on Apple devices, though it did not become 
popular elsewhere

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Inc.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safari_(web_browser)


The first Web Browsers

Google debuted its Chrome browser in 2008, which steadily 

took market share from Internet Explorer and became the 

most popular browser in 2012. Chrome has remained 
dominant ever since

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Chrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usage_share_of_web_browsers


The first Web Browsers

Microsoft released its Edge browser in 2015 as part of 
the Windows 10 release

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Edge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_10


These various browsers were developed 

back “in the day” when most users 

accessed the Web from either a PC or a 

Mac



That meant that users had a fairly large 

screen, a full keyboard, and a mouse



This  became more complicated with the 

rise of handheld devices, i.e. smart phones



Now these browsers had to adapt to the 

much smaller screen sizes of smart phones, 

and the usage of a touch screen 



Today the browsers have mostly the same 

capabilities on a PC/Mac or Smart Phone

But

Things look different on the phone



Some capabilities of the browser are not 

shown by default on the phone, you have to 

“swipe” to expose more options and 

information



Apple  has Safari

Windows PCs have Edge

Android devices have Chrome

Each company has a default 

browser for their devices



You can install Chrome, and most people do, 

on Windows PCs

You can also install Chrome on an Apple 

product

What if I don’t want to use 

the default on my device ?



Many Windows/PC users still use Firefox

It is something they are familiar with and still 

is very good

What if I don’t want to use 

the default on my device ?



With Windows 11, Microsoft is really pushing 

users to adopt Edge 

It is integrated into many aspects of 11 and 

you have to “opt out” not to use it

Note for Windows 11



Bookmarks and Favorites are very similar

Some browsers use them interchangeably

Their function is to allow you to save a “placeholder” for accessing a web site 

you frequently use

Either one speeds up the process because you don’t have to search , you just 

click on the “placeholder”

Bookmarks vs Favorites
Are they the same ?



Using a World Wide Web browser, a bookmark is a saved link to a 

Web page that has been added to a list of saved links. When you are looking 

at a particular Web site or home page and want to be able to quickly get back 

to it later, you can create a bookmark for it. You can think of your browser as a 

book full of (millions of ) Web pages and a few well-placed bookmarks that you 

have chosen. The list that contains your bookmarks is the "bookmark list" (and 

sometimes it's called a "hotlist.")

What is a Bookmark ?
Here’s a formal definition

https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/browser
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/page
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/home-page


For Google Chrome, bookmarks show up on the 

Bookmarks “Bar”

Where do I put my 

bookmarks



Here is Google Chrome on a Windows 11 Laptop
This is plain vanilla with no bookmarks



Click on the three dots 



And this little window pops up on the left – see 
where is says Bookmarks, well click on that  



And then you get options to Bookmark this tab and 
more importantly, show Bookmarks bar



I clicked”Show bookmarks bar” but nothing happens 
That’s because I don’t have any bookmarks yet – lets create 

one



Let’s say I want to access Amazon a lot – first I do a search



Here is what the search shows – I will click the first 
entry



Up pops up the Amazon page – now to create a 
bookmark for this so I don’t have to go through 

all this again, click the three dots again



The little window pops up again on the right, I select 
Bookmarks and then Bookmark this tab



Now the little window shows me it is going to 
create a book and put it in the Bookmarks bar



And now on the top left of the screen I have a 
bookmark for Amazon



And here is an example with lots of bookmarks on the bookmark 
bar



Apple Safari has the same concept but features both 

bookmarks and favorites

What about Apple users and 

Safari ?











What are Pop-Ups ?

A popup is a window that appears (“pops up”) while 
browsing a website.



Pop-Ups are frequently used to offer a 
discount



Pop-Ups can be blocked



In Google Chrome, you can choose 
whether to allow or block Pop-Ups



How to Allow Pop-Ups in Google Chrome

Open Chrome Browser and click on the three 
dots



Go to Settings



Click on Privacy and Security



Scroll down thru the privacy and security 
settings



And select Site Settings



Scroll down thru the Site Settings



Find and select the Pop-ups and redirects



And here is where you can allow or not allow pop-ups



And now Larry Laursen will share some tips 
about Microsoft Edge



Now we will look at two web sites that have a 
lot of interest to SCG residents and GCC 

members



I will show you on the SCG Cam website how to 
navigate it, how to make pool reservations, 

how to find an event and buy tickets, and how 
to find other residents



Here is the SCG Web Page (as of Aug 7)



Here is the Login Screen



Now I am logged on



Now I click on Pool Reservations



Here are choices for the Adobe Pool for Sept 13



Here are choices for the Adobe Pool for Sept 13
Looks like there is time at 1:30 – I click on it 



Now I get this screen to confirm the reservation



And this confirms that I got the reservation



To buy tickets to an event, just go the SCG Web 
Page and do not do the resident login



And that displays a list of events and gives you the 
option to buy a ticket – this is the first, so scroll 

down



Here is an event that is marked “sold out”



Now for a quick peek at the Grand 

Computers Club web page, including 

how to find activities, how to locate and 

enroll in classes, and how to review 

newsletters



That’s it for now 

Any questions ?
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